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Question 4 
 
Many organisms require a continuing source of oxygen for respiration. Discuss important structural and 
physiological adaptations for oxygen uptake in THREE of the following: 

•  a paramecium 
•  a tree 
•  a fish 
•  a mammal 

 
Each structural and physiological adaptation earns 1 point. Student must mention at least one 
structural and one physiological area to earn 10 points. Only the first three organisms mentioned earn 
points. 

•    Paramecium (4 points maximum): 
 

Structural (1 point each) Physiological (1 point each) 
Membrane surface area/volume small Utilizes diffusion 
Wet habitat  Cytoplasmic streaming 
Membrane permeable to oxygen Ventilation of surface with cilia 

  
•    Tree (4 points maximum): 
 

Structural (1 point each) Physiological (1 point each) 
Stomata/guard cells Stomatal regulation 
Large wet internal surface area in mesophyll Surface for gas exchange 
Lenticels Cohesion, transport 
Pneumatophores Pressure flow/source to sink 
Root hairs  
Epidermis permeable to oxygen  
 Photosynthesis production of oxygen 

  
•    Fish (4 points maximum): 
 

Structural (1 point each) Physiological (1 point each) 
Gills Countercurrent exchange 
Operculum Operculum movement/gill slit movement 
 Ram ventilation (swimming) 
Vascularization/gill capillaries Increase surface area/diffusion 
 Blood flow—heart pumping 
Hemoglobin Iron molecules holding oxygen 
Lungfish lungs  
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Question 4 (continued) 
 

•    Mammal (4 points maximum): 
 

Structural (1 point each) Physiological (1 point each) 
Lungs Homeostatic adjustments via medulla 
Vascularization of alveoli Capillaries increase surface area/diffusion 
Hemoglobin/RBC Iron molecules holding oxygen 
Diaphragm/ventilation (breathing) mechanisms Ventilation physiology 
Four-chambered heart Separate pulmonary and systemic blood 
 Blood flow—heart pumping 
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Question 4 
 
Sample: 4A 
Score: 10 
 
The response earned the maximum of 4 points for its discussion of mammals. It earned 3 points for describing 
the structures in mammals: lungs, capillaries (vascularization) in the alveoli, and hemoglobin in red blood 
cells. The response earned the physiology point for mammals by describing how there is an increase in 
surface area for oxygen uptake.  
 
The response earned 3 points for a description of tree structures and physiological adaptations. Two points 
were earned for identifying structures called lenticels, which are used to acquire oxygen in trees, and the 
additional structure point was earned for the leaf structure stomata. A point for physiological adaptation was 
earned for oxygen production by photosynthesis. 
 
The response earned 3 points for discussion of the structural and physiological adaptation in fish. The first 
point was earned for citing the physiological adaptation of the countercurrent exchange found in fish. Two 
points were earned for identifying structural adaptations: gills and the operculum.  
 
Sample: 4B 
Score: 8 
 
The response earned 2 points in the tree discussion by addressing the physiological adaptation of 
photosynthesis, which provides oxygen, and the structural adaptation of the leaf, the stomata.  
 
The response earned only 2 points with the fish discussion by providing two structural adaptations but no 
physiological adaptations. The first point was earned for citing the structural adaptation of gills, and the 
second point was earned for the vascularization in gills with the capillaries.  
 
The final points were earned in the discussion of mammals by alternating structural adaptations and 
physiological adaptations. The first point was earned for identifying the structural adaptation of the lungs. 
The first physiological adaptation point was earned for the description of ventilation physiology when 
pressure changes during breathing. The final two points were earned for describing the structural adaptation 
of vascularization of the alveoli and the physiological adaptation of increasing the surface area for maximum 
oxygen uptake. 
 
Sample: 4C 
Score: 4 
 
The response discussed four organisms when asked to include only three. For such responses, the first three 
discussions were used in scoring, and the fourth was not considered. In this response the paramecium, the 
mammal, and the fish are discussed first, and finally the tree. Because the tree is the fourth organism 
discussed, the information provided on the tree did not contribute to the score.  
 
The response earned no points for its first organism, the paramecium. Three points were earned for the 
discussion of mammals. The first point was earned for mentioning the physiological adaptation of blood 
pumping by the heart. Two additional points earned for citing the two structural adaptations, the red blood 
cells and the lungs.  
 
The response earned 1 point for the discussion of the physiological adaptation of the countercurrent 
mechanism in fish.  


